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What is the Methodological Question Being Addressed Can outlier response-pattern
identification methods help to identify careless PANSS administrations?

Introduction Previous research developed expert derived scoring inconsistency flags for the
PANSS (Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale) (Rabinowitz, Schooler et al, 2017).  Currently, we
derive outlier pattern flags by applying methods used in survey research to detect careless
responses.

Methods NEWMEDS data repository of almost 122,000 PANSS administrations, from 50
registration trials of second-generation antipsychotics, was used to derive flags of outlier response
patterns reflecting potentially careless responses and comparing coverage of these flags to
previously published expert derived flags.  Both sets of flags were also further tested in Monte Carlo
simulated data as a proxy to applying flags under conditions of known inconsistency.  Outliers were
defined as upper or lower 2.5% on the following: (1) under and overuse of values; (2)
disproportionate use of even or odd response choices; (3) longest consecutive use of values scored
with same value, (4) variability within a PANSS administration of a standard deviation greater than
1.8, (5) outlier responses on multiple items (i.e., multivariate outliers).

Results The outlier flags derived are: (1) under and overuse of values: (a) Scoring “Absent” on 24
or more items, (b) “Minimal” or (c) “Mild” on 16 or more, (d) “Moderate” on 13 or more, (e)
“Moderate Severe” on 9 or more, (f) “Severe” on 6 or more, (g) “Extreme” on 1 or more items, (2)
disproportionate use of even or odd response choices: (a) 10 or less, or more than 26 odd values,
(b) 2 or less, or more than 19 even values, (3) longest consecutive use of values: less than 2, or
more than 11 items scored with same value, (4) variability within a PANSS administration of a
standard deviation greater than 1.8, (5) outlier responses on multiple items (i.e., multivariate
outliers, Mahalanobis distance greater than 74) and (6) outlier scoring on seven or more items
(scoring “Severe” or “Extreme” on items 1, 12, 23, 26; scoring “Moderate Severe”-“Extreme” on
items 2, 3, 5, 6, 8-11, 13-16, 18, 25, 27, 29, 30; or scoring “Moderate”-“Extreme” on items 4, 7, 17,
19, 21, 22, 24, 28).  Outlier pattern flags identified 29.5% of the cases flagged by the expert flags,
and 35% of cases flagged with outlier pattern flags were not flagged by expert flags.  Both methods
flagged almost all-of the administrations in the Monte Carlo simulated data.

Conclusion Outlier pattern flags appear to be a useful adjunct to expert derived flags in the quest
to improve reliability and validity of clinical trials.  Further testing within a clinical trial setting is
warranted.
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